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I want to marry a lighthouse keeper lyrics

I want to marry a lighthouse keeper and keep him company. I want to marry a lighthouse keeper and live on the side of the sea. I polish his lamp in daylight so ships can find their way at night. I want to marry a lighthouse keeper, won't that be good? We take walks along the moonlit bay, maybe also find a
treasure. I'd like to live in a lighthouse: What about you? I dream of living in a lighthouse, baby, every day. I dream of living in a lighthouse, a white one by the bay. So if you want my dreams to come true, become a lighthouse keeper, do it! We can live in a lighthouse, a white one by the bay-ay-hay. Isn't
that going to be okay? Ya-da ta-da-da. Page 2 I want to marry a lighthouse keeper and keep him company. I want to marry a lighthouse keeper and live on the side of the sea. I polish his lamp in daylight so ships can find their way at night. I want to marry a lighthouse keeper, won't that be good? We take
walks along the moonlit bay, maybe also find a treasure. I'd like to live in a lighthouse: What about you? I dream of living in a lighthouse, baby, every day. I dream of living in a lighthouse, a white one by the bay. So if you want my dreams to come true, become a lighthouse keeper, do it! We can live in a
lighthouse, a white one by the bay-ay-hay. Isn't that going to be okay? Ya-da ta-da-da. Page 2 I want to marry a lighthouse keeper and keep him company I want to marry a lighthouse keeper and live on the side of the sea I will polish his lamps in daylight so that the ships can find their way at night I want
to marry a lighthouse keeper Will that not be good? We have parties on a coral reef and mussel boxes on the coast We invite the neighbors and seagulls through the score I dream of living in a lighthouse, baby Every day I dream of living in a lighthouse The white one on the bay So if you want to make my



dreams come true, you are also a lighthouse keeper We can live in a lighthouse The white one on the bay. I polish his lamps in daylight so the ships can find their way at night I want to marry a lighthouse keeper Won't that be good? We take walks along the moonlit bay Maybe you'll also find a treasure, I'd
like to live in a lighthouse How 'bout you? I dream of living in a lighthouse, baby, every day I dream of living in a lighthouse The white by the bay So if you want to make my dreams come true, you are also a lighthouse keeper, we too can live in a lighthouse The white one on the bay Won't that be good?
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